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Exactly seven years ago, HFS launched the concept of robotic process automation (RPA) to the world via a
seminal report and blog. We described a Blue Prism technology offering that “appears best suited for
processes that are highly rules-driven and the requirement for which is too tactical or short-lived to justify
development by IT organizations that favor service-oriented architecture (SOA) and tools like business
process management (BPM) suites.” This was the first time a low-code tool gave business professionals a
means to bypass traditional IT protocols to fix and digitize tasks—and potentially entire process chains.
The ugly truth surrounding the first seven years of RPA adoption is that we’ve simply succeeded in using
RPA to move data around enterprises faster with less manual intervention rather than to rewire our
business processes and create new thresholds of value.
The industry is in desperate need of a renewed vision for RPA—a manifesto for the next seven years
focused on long-term value, not short-term land grabs, if we are to realize the potential of a truly digital
workforce.
HFS, supported by Blue Prism, assembled a cross-section of founding customers, analysts, and advisors
(Exhibit 1) to refresh and reinvigorate where the RPA value proposition is heading at a critical time when
investors are getting nervous with high-profile startups struggling to meet demand. Simultaneously, the
systems integrators, BPO providers, and consultants—critical to driving this market—are noticeably losing
their voice. In short, the industry known as RPA runs the risk of fading into enterprise insignificance if we
cannot communicate its value to the world, set the right expectations, and re-ignite excitement
surrounding the long-term value it delivers (Exhibit 2).
Exhibit 1: The creators of the seven-year RPA manifesto

Source: HFS Research, 2019
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Exhibit 2: The industry needs a manifesto as long-term guidance to survive

RPA at seven years…
How RPA started
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exactly 7 years ago, RPA was born
It originally targeted the BPO industry as the place to sell bots at scale
RPA was clearly differentiated from RDA
It focused on efficiencies and cost impact
Service providers and consultants drove the market
“Intelligent automation” paved the path to the future

Where RPA lost its way
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Role elimination” was replaced by “value addition” to soften conversations
RPA and RDA got lumped together as RPA; attended automation became 90% of the market
IT analysts focused on features and functionalities of software instead of the transformative impact
Private equity money forced greedy vendors to lose the plot
Small RPA companies with inexperienced management teams were suddenly dealing with “big company issues”
RPA became loved by business process execs and misunderstood by IT
SAP and Microsoft entered the market with old technology to “tick the RPA module box”
Service providers and consultants completely lost their voice
The market leader tried to force a market that wasn’t there, leaving us with a major credibility crisis

Source: HFS Research, 2019

Frank and open discussions spanned the day (and night), resulting in the emergence of fundamental truths.
The following manifesto shares the brain trust’s views on RPA value, a detailed SWOT analysis, and our
recommended 10 Laws as guidance for enterprises and practitioners looking to achieve long-term value
with RPA.

When I think of RPA, I think…
We started with an around-the-room canvas of everyone’s views on RPA by asking, “What two words
describe your views on RPA?” Exhibit 3 shows the results.
The group essentially flexed its semantic muscles to state that RPA holds loads of transformative potential,
but we have not effectively unleashed its power yet because it’s harder than hyped and can cause
polarization of necessary constituents.
These sentiments set the stage for the task at hand—how do we, as an industry, overcome these issues to
unlock value?
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Exhibit 3: RPA’s potential is exciting but harder than expected to unleash

Source: HFS Research, 2019
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HFS’s Ten Laws of Robotic Process Automation
RPA’s success and longevity over the next seven years hinge on it becoming part of the enterprise digital
transformation agenda and emerging digital architecture. Without a digital workforce, many enterprises
will fail to support the digital needs of their customers, employees, and suppliers, and RPA’s capabilities to
support these fundamental process transformations are of utmost importance (Exhibit 4).
Exhibit 4: Enterprise leaders focus on driving a digital enterprise architecture to service the virtual needs
of their customers
Customer data strategies become critical as enterprises shift from physical to digital

Source: HFS Research supported by KPMG ‘State of Operations and Outsourcing’ 2019
Sample: Global 2000 Enterprise Leaders = 355

What follows is the result of extensive thinktank brainstorming on what needs to be true to enable the
success of RPA. Here are the new rules:

1) IT and business must work together and share the
responsibility to digitize processes, or digital business
models will likely fail.
In short, this is the first time many operations executives have dabbled in low-code solutions to improve
process flows, and IT is a critical partner to make it work long-term. The two factions cannot succeed
without each other. They must agree on the roadmap and operating model for the future because the
business must design process flows that support the core business outcomes that IT can enable and deliver.
Businesses often love RPA, but IT often misunderstands it because RPA doesn’t fit IT’s logic. Business units
must remember that IT has responsibilities far beyond business processes, including security and resilience.
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Furthermore, IT often bears the brunt of troubleshooting automation gone awry and maintenance, too,
whether it was involved from the outset or not. RPA often starts in shadow IT, purchased by the business
through an unsanctioned side door. But it’s difficult to get to scale from the shadows. The age-old
corporate holy war between IT and business must find its peace if the next-generation digital architecture
and workforce of the future is to be achieved.

2. Mutual respect between IT and business massively
improves your chances of success.
If one side is not ready for change, then there will never be the required balance to succeed. This maturity
is essential to match risk and determine eligible processes. IT must ideally be open enough to accept that
their business ops colleagues could work differently, and their forays into RPA are helping change their
mindsets. The business needs to respect and embrace IT’s process, risk, and governance capabilities.
Anything less relies on luck and hope, and that is not a strategy.

3. Automation and strategy must be led by an overarching
business strategy.
If automation is not part of the overall business strategy, senior leadership will not focus on delivering
automation projects because of their risk of failure—or at least mediocrity. Most businesses can only
deliver against three or four strategic initiatives at a time, so they should stop any automation projects that
are not directly contributing to one of them. Automation’s focus always needs to be on the desired
measurable business outcomes of these high-level initiatives; otherwise, they become too tactical and will
lack management commitment. The short-term targets and KPIs need to have a clear and logical
relationship to the bigger picture.

4. Treat RPA as an enterprise application.
If you view RPA as a widget or productivity utility, then it has no chance of supporting broader digital
change. Part of business and IT alignment is recognizing RPA as part of the canon of digital change agents
that are helping advance how companies are run. No tool alone can ever do the job, but the exponential
power of “and” is compelling.

5. Establish meaningful and measurable KPIs.
HFS and the event’s brain trust vehemently oppose the use of numbers of bots as a measure of value or
success, and we advise against it as an incentivization metric. Look to what the bots can achieve and the
impact they deliver—not how many you have; there is no consistency in bot definitions and functionality,
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so that number is meaningless. Better measures of value include how many hours bots saved and what
they accomplished and alignment with core strategic business metrics like contribution to operational
efficiency and employee retention. Ultimately, many enterprises will measure successful initiatives with
numbers of FTEs freed-up (or eliminated), but it can take years for soft-savings to become hard-savings as
enterprises learn how to best apply the technology.

6. Treat RPA as a gateway to embrace process mining,
machine learning, data ingestion and advanced analytics to
achieve real artificial intelligence for enterprises.
For most business process executives, RPA provides the first toolset on the road to full artificial intelligence
(AI) adoption. In short, this is the first time many business process experts have learned to use low-code
solutions to remove manual work arounds and correct workflows, and the benefits are naturally driving
them to explore advanced process mining and discovery applications, advanced data ingestion and
analytics tools, and also learn how to manage machine learning initiatives that pave the way to the ultimate
goal of full AI and end-to-end process automation. Moreover, learning to change the logic of processes to
delivery business outcomes is driving ambitious executives to look at the world and the desired experience
from the user perspective. Users can be customers, employees, partners—anyone. Manual work is not the
enemy; poor user experience is. Improve or reinvent processes before you automate them. You must have
an opinion on whether a process is good or bad before you automate it. Failing to evaluate processes is
arguably RPA’s most glaring missed opportunity. Cultivate these capabilities through Lean Six Sigma
programs, process mining and discovery tools, or other means. Then, track the pipeline opportunities. For
automated processes, use the baseline to help measure and determine whether you made the right
automation choices. There is nothing wrong with trialing RPA with legacy processes to fix manual
workarounds, keep older systems functioning, and learn how the technology works, but, ultimately,
maintaining legacy will never reap long-term benefits. Go broader than cost and piecemeal process
automation. Work toward a desired “to be” state, don’t just automate parts of sub-optimal processes. RPA
will never be part of the broader digital agenda if it’s just a band-aid.

7. Automation must orchestrate end-to-end processes
across both front and back offices.
New research clearly shows that most automation dollars have been plowed into the back office of
companies, notably to improve finance and IT processes. Ambitious enterprises must align investments in
automation, AI, and other digital technologies with driving the customer experience, improving the top line,
and aligning business operations with customer-driven outcomes. Exhibit 5 details how the ‘’OneOffice”
experience is dependent on process flows spanning the customer at the front end of the organization with
the supporting operations at the back. Being able to stay ahead of competitors relies on anticipating
customer needs, often before the customer even knows them, and RPA can provide capabilities to stitch
together applications, activities, systems, documents, screen-scrapes, and other touchpoints. Naturally, this
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entails the enterprise leadership to break down silos between business functions to design end-to-end
processes and craft full-scale automation solutions (Exhibit 5).
Exhibit 5: How RPA can orchestrate end-to-end processes that deliver the OneOffice experience

Source: HFS Research, 2019

8. Bring new talent and perspective into the automation
market.
We are generally unaware of our own biases. Despite the rallying cry to drive change, loads of business
operation and IT leaders looking for ways to do the same things faster and cheaper are powering the
automation market. We must raise awareness and cultivate new talent through schools and universities,
reskill workers of all ages and skills, and generally strive to bring new experiences and talent into the
conversation. Diversity and new perspectives are proven to drive change and thwart the status quo.

9. Don’t forget hearts and minds.
RPA facilitates the creation of a digital-enabled workforce that concentrates and enhances the human skills
and capabilities of the analog-based workforce. RPA does this by taking repetitive tasks offline, which
results in more fulfilling work, or by creating substantially enhanced real-time access to data or
computational skills, both of which increase productivity and quality of outcomes. It augments humans,
which may eventually result in requiring fewer people, but it also provides the opportunity for growth and
better customer and employee experiences. Unless we continue to educate humans about the power and
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potential of RPA and automation, no amount of IT and business alignment or well-intentioned strategies
can make it work. Invest in ongoing education about the value and benefits of automation, and use simple
language.

10. Consider dropping the word “robotic” from RPA.
There is no doubt that the term “robot” was the catalyst to driving unprecedented interest in RPA since its
2012 inception. However, most RPA engagements today are largely attended desktop processes that
constitute barely more than five robots, as opposed to the unattended engagements that were the true
initial intention when the solution was invented. So, why persist in using a word that is deeply associated
with job elimination, has confused many, and has added little but confusion and ignorance into the market?
Related areas, such as process mining, machine learning, and data ingestion, do not need the term
“robotic,” so why use it when we are really talking about automating processes and tasks?
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SO WhaT? RPA strengths, opportunities, weaknesses, and threats
To help articulate what works with RPA, what does not, and what we should do about it, we conducted a
group exercise on strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. However, we pretty quickly realized
we were experiencing a bubble effect in the room. The level of talent and experience was so deep that the
group’s perceived RPA strengths and weaknesses were likely still opportunities or threats for less mature
market participants. Thus, we made a new model—SO WT (affectionately “SO WhaT”) where we clubbed
together strengths with opportunities and weaknesses with threats (Exhibit 6).
Exhibit 6: RPA Strengths, Opportunities, Weaknesses, and Threats

Source: HFS Research, 2019
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Overall, RPA’s key strengths are that despite the hype, it really does work well to automate rule-based
processes leveraging structured data. RPA is increasingly validated as enterprise-grade; the technology is
not the issue. It’s also an incredibly accessible and singular tool (unlike the myriad permutations of AI) that
is enabling business operations leaders to make an impact on their own transformation agendas ahead of
lengthy IT timelines. The most attractive opportunities are around marrying RPA with a toolkit of
technology friends to extend functionality and ensure that it is a catalyst to process optimization and
reinvention. We also strongly believe that it supports the enterprise equivalent of solving world hunger—
business and IT alignment. We have learned the hard way that without this collaboration, all bets are off.
From a weaknesses and threats standpoint, snuffing out the ridiculous hype is recognized as a universal
detractor, as is the appropriation of the term “RPA.” Most so-called RPA is, in reality, attended desktop
automation, which is only capable of task enablement. Beyond this, we realized that RPA’s fundamental
weakness and threat is its exclusion from enterprise digital transformation agendas. The omission is due to
how it’s been sold as a tool to enable enterprises to wring slightly more out of two-plus decades of faster
and cheaper business operations. However, this misses the point that its nimbleness, ease of use, and
ability by design to integrate well makes it a natural accelerator. We need a mindset shift.

The Bottom Line: RPA is dead unless business leaders align
it with their broader digital transformation agenda.
Today’s business leaders are inarguably those that prioritize speed-to-market and top-line impact through
sales. The laggards continue to focus on cost reduction and efficiencies. Appropriate use of RPA and
automation capabilities is no different. RPA must support enterprises’ digital transformation agendas.
Enterprises and the RPA ecosystem must make RPA part of something bigger—part of transformation,
strategic initiatives, and broader goals for user experience. Stakeholders must align RPA to other digital
enablers: complementary change agent brethren such as process mining, low-code BPM, elements of AI
and smart analytics, APIs, and microservices.
The RPA we’ve known for seven years is dead. The fate of RPA for the next seven years is contingent on
collaboratively supporting something bigger.
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Helping HFS create the seven-year RPA manifesto at the Thinktank session
Adam Bujak, Global Head of Intelligent Automation Practice, Capgemini
Adam Lindstrom, VP - Planning and Transformation, UnitedHealthcare Global
Allan Surtees, Head Of Intelligent Process Automation, Lowell
Andrew Burgess, Director, AJ Burgess Ltd
Andy Appleby, VP & Major Account Lead, Symphony Ventures
Andy Castling, Automation Expert (formerly of Npower)
Andy Shapcott, RPA Product Owner, Lloyds Banking Group
Ben Rayner, Head of Innovation and Productivity, Global Capital Markets Operations and Technology, Citi
Brian Wates, Director, Pragmatic Process Automation
Chris Lamberton, Strategy Director, Trust Portal
Cliff Justice, Principal & U.S. Leader, Intelligent Automation, KPMG LLP
David Poole, CEO, formerly of Symphony Ventures
Dupe Witherick, THS Robotic & Intelligent Automation Lead, Deloitte
Gerald Pullen, Head of RPA Centre of Excellence, Lloyds Banking Group
Hamish Tonkin, Head of Intelligent Automation, O2
Heather Orton, Director, Corporate Services Transformation, KPMG
James Hall, Managing Director, Accenture
Justin Watson, Partner, Intelligent Automation, Deloitte
Karen Rooney, Head of Intelligent Automation, Fidelity International
Karolin Nakonz, Automation Practice Leader, IBM
Kerrie Wilkins, Business Change Manager, RPA University Hospitals, Birmingham
Leslie Willcocks, Professor, London School of Economics
Mariesa Coughanour, Managing Principal, Intelligent Automation & Technology, Cognizant
Melissa O'Brien, SVP Research, HFS Research
Pat Geary, Chief Evangelist, Blue Prism
Peter Walker, CTO EMEA, Blue Prism
Ralph Diaz, Director, Core Tech – CTO, GSK
Robert Kesterton, Head of RPA CoE, Jaguar Land Rover
Roland Singer, Director, Global Shared Services (formerly of HSBC)
Santanu Mukherjee, Partner, Intelligent Automation, EY
Steve Chilton, Director of ICT, University Hospitals, Birmingham
Wayne Butterfield, Director of Cognitive Automation & Innovation, ISG
A special thank you is also noted to Blue Prism who helped to support the meeting
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Phil Fersht | CEO and Chief Analyst
Phil Fersht is a world-renowned analyst, writer and visionary in emerging technologies,
automation, digital business models, and the alignment of enterprise operations to drive
customer impact and competitive advantage.

Fersht coined the terms the “Digital OneOffice” and the “Hyperconnected Economy”
which describe HFS Research’s vision for future business operations amidst the impact of
automation, AI and disruptive digital business models. In 2012, he authored the first
analyst report on Robotic Process Automation (RPA), introducing this topic to the industry
and is widely recognized as the pioneering analyst voice that has driven the evolution of
the RPA industry.

Elena Christopher | Senior Research Vice President
Elena Christopher is Research Vice President at HFS. Elena is responsible for driving the
industry-specific research agenda for HFS, digging into the major trends impacting each
in-scope industry and the implications for business process and IT services. Her industry
coverage areas are High-Tech, Banking and Financial Services and Telecommunications.
She also leads HFS’ coverage of automation with an emphasis on RPA. Elena brings more
than 25 years of IT and business process services expertise to HFS.

Saurabh Gupta | Chief Research Officer
Saurabh oversees HFS’ global research function managing the global team of analysts
across US, Europe, and Asia-Pac. He sets the strategic research focus and agenda for HFS
Research, understanding and predicting the needs of the industry and ensuring that HFS
maintains its position as the strongest impact thought leader for business operations and
services research.
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As an analyst, Saurabh leads our coverage for horizon 3 change agents such as blockchain,
business services (such as finance and accounting and supply chain), and industry services
including healthcare and life sciences. Saurabh also analyses overarching and cross-cutting
themes under the OneOffice concept like digital change management.

Miriam Deasy | Research Director
Miriam's focus is on Integrated Automation across the Triple-A Trifecta (automation, AI,
and analytics) from a people, process, and technology lens and her key areas of expertise
include IT services contracts and market evaluation. Miriam also has considerable
experience in systems implementation, systems integration, business analysis, technical
analysis, consultancy, and strategic marketing. Miriam brings 12+ years of analyst and
relevant experience at the intersection of technology and business. Prior to joining HFS,
she was the Principal Analyst at Ovum where she focused on AI, RPA, and IT services for
the last 3 years, and worked at EDS (now DXC), Amdocs, and NATS prior to that.

She holds a bachelor's degree in business and legal studies from University College Dublin,
Ireland.
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About HFS Research: Defining future
business operations
The HFS mission is to provide visionary insight into major
innovations impacting business operations, including:
automation, artificial intelligence, blockchain, Internet of
things, digital business models, and smart analytics.
HFS defines and visualizes the future of business operations
across key industries with our Digital OneOffice™ Framework.
HFS influences the strategies of enterprise customers to help
them develop OneOffice backbones to be competitive and to
partner with capable services providers, technology suppliers,
and third-party advisors.
Read more about HFS and our initiatives on
www.HFSresearch.com or follow @HFSResearch.
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